
How these plots were made

1. All TOIs with P < 2 days and values for P, R*, M*, and Rp/R* as of 
June 21, 2019 (110 objects) on the TESS ExoFOP (https://exo-
fop.ipac.caltech.edu/tess/).

2. We used lightkurve (http://ascl.net/1812.013) to obtain the TESS 
target pixel files for each sector each target was observed.

3. For each target pixel file, we used the mission pipeline's optimal 
aperture mask to create the light curve (https://docs.-
lightkurve.org/api/lightkurve.targetpixelfile.TessTargetPixel-
File.html#lightkurve.targetpixelfile.TessTargetPixel-
File.pipeline_mask).

4.  Detrended light curve using 2nd-order Savitzky-Golay (i.e., 
polynomial fit to each point) filter with window size equal to 4 or-
bital periods for each target.

5.  Dropped outliers (20 sigma).

6. Folded all sectors' light curves onto the orbital period and bin 10 
points at a time, using the bin median as the datum; per-point 
uncertainties initially estimated as median absolute deviation, 
with subsequent 𝛘2) re-scaling after model fit.

7. Using binned data, fit Mandel-Agol transit model without limb-
darkening using Levenburg-Marquardt to confirm the reported 
timing. (We did not check for transit-timing variations.)

8. Fit sinusoidal model for the reflection, beaming, and ellipsoidal 
components, rescaling parameter uncertainties by square root of 
resulting 𝛘2.. (Fig 5b, right, from Jackson et al. 2012, shows the 
different components)

9. Estimated the expected reflected component using the Eqn 1. 
We did NOT use the other scalings (Eqns. 2 and 3) to the esti-
mate beaming and ellipsoidal signals, but we DID use them to 
convert the observed signals into a mass ratio, assuming the 
stellar parameters supplied by the table from the TESS ExoFOP.
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Abstract
Ultra-short-period planets, with periods of less than two days, are skirting 
right on the edge of destruction. For ultra-hot Jupiters (UHJs), the strong-
est challenge comes from tides: the closer these massive planets get to 
their stars, the faster the rate of orbital decay, and the eventual fate of 
some is to spiral into their stars. Tentative evidence for tidal disruption 
comes from the distribution of short-period orbits and the metallicities of 
stars hosting what may be the remnants of tidally disrupted gas giants. 
However, more direct evidence comes from long-baseline observations of 
short-period planets that may be undergoing orbital decay. Such is 
thought to be the fate of WASP-12 b (P=1.09 d), whose orbital period 
seems to be decreasing (Patra et al., 2017). Not surprisingly, planets that 
may be inspiralling are intrinsically rare, and there are also not many ul-
tra-hot Jupiters known around bright stars that are easy to monitor from 
the ground over the decade+ that is required to determine the rate of or-
bital decay. TESS has already provided dozens of candidates ultra-hot 
Jupiters, many bright, that are good candidates for observing tidal effects. 
Unfortunately, ultra-hot Jupiters are accompanied by a high rate of false 
positives. We demonstrate a heuristic method based solely on TESS 
photometry that can significantly improve planetary recovery for these 
massive, tidally-challenged planets, and demonstrate using WASP-18 b, 
(TIC 100100827, P = 0.94 d), showing how modeling the out-of-transit 
phase curve variability can be used to efficiently separate eclipsing bina-
ries from ultra-hot Jupiters.
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SuPerPiG
Short Period Planet Group

Since planets are not self-luminous, their phase curves result from reflect-
ed/re-emitted instellation, with amplitude Arefl related to the ratio of the 
planet’s total luminosity Lp to the host star’s L⋆, where i is the orbital inclina-
tion, p the planet-to-star radius ratio, and ρ⋆ the stellar density. (We’ve as-
sumed the planet is a single temperature blackbody in radiative equilibrium 
with the host star.)
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up even with modest telescopes. Because there has been so much recent effort on pushing toward
confirmation of small planets, follow-up observations to confirm hot Jupiters have become routine
– where an Earth-mass planet with P = 1 day induces a radial velocity (RV) less than 1 m/s, a hot
Jupiter gives about 200 m/s. Ultra-short orbital periods mean that 27 days of TESS monitoring will
yield dozens of transits, and with the deeper signal typical of a hot Jupiter (1% depth change), most
will be detected at high signal to noise.

The priorities of both the TESS and Kepler missions, however, have been focused on find-
ing and confirming small, rocky, Earth-like planets, and as a consequence many ultra-hot
Jupiters will slip through the cracks. We find ourselves in the curious position where the space
missions with the best-quality photometry, which can easily detect UHJs, have confirmed far fewer
planets than the ground-based surveys, thought they have produced many candidates. Most of the
TESS ultra-hot Jupiter candidates will be found with the full-frame images (FFIs) (Barclay et al.,
2018), and will come with a large dose of false positives (as many as 11 of 12 candidates), primar-
ily due to confusion with blended eclipsing binaries (Fressin et al., 2013). The hassle of efficiently
sorting through the false positives has left a need for a concerted effort to prioritize the discovery,
characterization, and population-level analysis of ultra-hot Jupiters, which can give us an empirical
constraint on the highly-uncertain stellar tidal parameter, provide promising follow-up targets for
JWST, and more.

3.1 Ranking and Triaging Candidates Through Photometric Variability Analysis

We plan to address the false positive issue using additional heuristic tests, based solely on the TESS
photometry, which will significantly improve planetary recovery rates for these tidally-challenged
planets. For instance, TESS has already observed phase curve variability for the massive (Mp =
10MJup) ultra-hot Jupiter WASP-18b (Shporer et al., 2018). Since planets are not self-luminous,
their phase curves result from reflected/re-emitted instellation, with amplitude Arefl related to the
ratio of the planet’s total luminosity Lp to the host star’s L?:
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where i is the orbital inclination, p the planet-to-star radius ratio, and r? the stellar density. (We’ve
assumed the planet is a single temperature blackbody in radiative equilibrium with the host star.)
Most of these parameters come directly from the TESS Input Catalog (TIC) or from transit light
curve fits.

For WASP-18b, we find Arefl � 184 parts-per-million (ppm) – in close agreement with the value
reported by Shporer et al. (2018) of Arefl = 191ppm. Binary stars should exhibit little variability at
the orbital frequency (ellipsoidal variations peak twice per orbit, and the stellar reflex signal will be
small in the TESS bandpass and peaks at quadrature, not during eclipse as the phase curve does).
Equation 2 thus provides a lower limit for a planet’s phase curve amplitude, in the absence of blend-
ing. Blending with nearby stars will be common for TESS targets (Sullivan et al., 2015), reducing
observed variability but also transit depth, leaving their ratio ⇡ Arefl/p2 unchanged. Therefore,
this ratio provides a heuristic for distinguishing between eclipsing binaries and gas giants (similar
to Faigler and Mazeh, 2011). Although it’s not bullet-proof – systematics or exotic systems may
mimic a planet-like phase curve – we can use this heuristic to prioritize candidates, which will be
key to managing hundreds of potential false positives.

As discussed in Loeb and Gaudi (2003), the reflex motion of a planet-hosting 
star results in a small (few ppm) brightening as the star approaches the ob-
server. This is the Doppler, or beaming, component, and its amplitude is 
Abeam, where αbeam is a coefficient of order unity that accounts for the finite 
bandpass of the instrument.

Components of
phase variability

Good candidate traits: 
• qbeam x 103 and qellip x 103 within order of 

magnitude of 1 (i.e., mass ratio is 10-3, simi-
lar to Jupiter and the Sun)

• Arefl positive, less than expected max
• Abeam and Aellip positive

Eqn 1.
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Eqn 2.

Figure 3. TIC 1129033, good candi-
date for followup.  Arefl is negative, 
but mass ratios are both consistent 
with planetary. This is WASP-77 A b 
(Rp=13.6 RE, P=1.36 d).

Top: Full phase light curve. 

Bottom: phase variability from all 
components, with central transit 
remove. Model is plotted in red.

Figure 3. TIC 100100827, good can-
didate for followup.  Arefl is within 
expected range, and both mass ratios 
are consistent with planetary. This is 
WASP-18 b (Rp=13 RE, P=0.94 d).

We have fit 110 candidate TOIs with P<2 days 
for phase variability. Our goal is to develop a 
heuristic test based on the values for Arefl, 
Abeam and Aellip that can triage ultra-hot Jupiter 
candidates into three groups: 
A: Promising candidates
B: Likely false positives
C: Everything else

A

Figure 2. TIC 1103432, high likelihood of false pos-
itive.  Arefl is strongly negative, and one mass ratio, 
qbeam, is high (a false positive signature), though the 
other mass ratio, qellip, is consistent with planetary. 
Note that mass ratios are not very precise and order 
of magnitude agreement is sought.

B

Figure 1. TIC 1003831, ambiguous planet candidate.  
Arefl is within 1-σ of zero. One mass ratio, qbeam, is high (a 
false positive signature), while the other mass ratio, qellip, 
is consistent with planetary. (Note that mass ratios are not 
very precise and only order of magnitude agreement is 
sought.)

C

αellip is a coefficient that accounts for the stellar limb darkening and gravi-
ty darkening, where g is the gravity darkening coefficient and u the linear 
stellar limb darkening coefficients from Claret and Bloemen (2011).

We also include in our model the ellipsoidal variations caused by tidal dis-
tortions, which cause the star to become slightly ellipsoidal, with an ampli-
tude Aellip (from Shporer 2017) given by: 
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As discussed in Loeb and Gaudi (2003), the reflex motion of a planet-hosting star results in a
small (few ppm) brightening as the star approaches the observer, and its amplitude Abeam is given
by

Abeam = abeam
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where abeam is a coefficient of order unity that accounts for the finite bandpass of the instrument.
We also include in our model the ellipsoidal variations caused by tidal distortions, which cause

the star to become slightly ellipsoidal, with an amplitude Aellip (from Shporer, 2017) given by
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where aellip is a coefficient that accounts for the stellar limb darkening and gravity darkening:

aellip = 0.15
(15+u)(1+g)

3�u
, (5)

where g is the gravity darkening coefficient and u the linear stellar limb darkening coefficients from
e.g. Claret and Bloemen (2011).

In a preliminary analysis using TESS data, we found that there is a good correspondence be-
tween the amplitude of the planetary phase curve inferred from Equation 2, 200ppm, and the ob-
served amplitude, 180± 30ppm, for WASP-18 (a confirmed planet). Meanwhile, using several
eclipsing binaries identified by our prior work with Kepler and K2, we found the heuristic does a
good job of catching eclipsing binaries: EPIC 210843708 had a close match on phase curve am-
plitudes, but the beaming signal (Equation 3) peaks after the apparent secondary eclipse (i.e., has
a negative amplitude), inconsistent with a planetary system. EPIC 210954046 also matched the
phase curve amplitude but had an estimated beaming signal much larger than expected for a planet
– this candidate was conclusively identified as an eclipsing binary thanks to recon spectra taken at
McDonald Observatory.

Our approach will be to take the ratio of the observed to calculated values for Arefl from Equa-
tion 2, and rank them in order by which has the values closest to 1. We will similarly compare
the observed vs. calculated values for Abeam and rank by how consistent they are with planetary
values. Based on their values and their rankings, we will triage our candidates into promising
(e.g., WASP-18 b), ambiguous (e.g., EPIC 210954046 b), and likely false positives (e.g., EPIC
210843708 b), and devote our limited follow-up resources toward the first set, with highest-
ranked objects getting top priority. We note that our goal is not to produce a debiased survey,
but rather to maximize the number of confirmed, large, extremely close planets. However, we will
also publish our initial parameters and heuristic rankings for all candidates, to allow others to make
their own follow-up determinations and statistical analyses.

3.2 Outline of work

For the work proposed here, we will couple our standard transit search algorithm (e.g., Adams
et al., 2017) to a search for phase curve variability. We will follow up on candidates that pass
initial vetting with ground-based recon spectra, medium resolution radial velocity observations,
and transit observations. Given the large number of possible candidates (70 real planets hidden
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Eqn 3.ppm

Fig 1. Relative contribution of three 
components of phase variability, adapted 
from Fig 5b of Jackson et al. 2012.,  for 
HAT-P-7 b; "planetary" refers to the re-
flection component, "Doppler" to the 
beaming.
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